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M-IS
A b s t r a c t

A general method is proposed for the flCD based calculations of formfaetors at intermediate Q

and of the partial widths

of the low-lying mesonic resonances. The basic idea is to use
the QGD sum rules for the vertex functions and to saturate
their Borel transform by the lowest mesonic states. With this
method the pion electromagnetic formfactor along with electromagnetic formfactors of

p

A

formfactors

-and A, mesons and transition
2

"

У7Т-/ Aj at 0.5 ,< Q <. 3 GeVfc are calculated. The

widths p-fS/V «nd /\(->f>ii

are also determined. The re-

sults are in a good agreement with experiment.

'

lli'.-гнтут тсор-1ич<-см и и укстЧ'И.ч.чи'нтгльнои

I. Introduction
Hot long ago M.A.Shiftnen, A.I.Vainshtein and Y.I.Jtekharor
(SVZ) suggested a powerful method based on the first JJCD principles to determine the masses of low lying resonances

. the

idea was to consider the polarization operators of quark currents
in the Euclidean region, to calculate then in the framework «f
•QCD accounting for both perturbative and nonperturbative corrections and then connect then with the lowest lying resonances la
the corresponding channels by use of the Borel improved dispersion relations.
The application of this method resulted in iiq>ressive sucоезаез. The efforts cf the inventors

and the followers

brought about the situation when the masses of the lowest lying
тезоп and baryon resonances are calculated in the framework of
£CD in the practically all conceivable channels in terns of «sly
L»o QCD-parameiers - quark and gluon vacuum condensate densities.
The leptonic decays widths (such as /3-*efi"*tTT'tjtcO
etc.) connected with the residues of the resonances with respect
to the corresponding QC3 currents are also detem&ned. All the
theoretical predictions are in a very good agreement with experiment.
Shis work is devoted to the extension of the SVZ atethed t*
the problem next in complexity - namely, to determination #f
dynamic characteristics of resonances such as their eleotroaagnetic fosmfactors and the three-hedron vertices based only on
the fundamental properties of QCD.
The extension is rather stralghforward for a suitably с&ояея
quark currents - one should consider three point functions 1м

2
the Euclidean region In addition to the polarization operators,
write down the double dispersion relations for invariant structores and saturate them by the low lying resonances. The method
proposed allows one to find any two-particle widths for meeon
йесаув А"В*-С.

and fonafactors of transitions F/i,e(Q'')

at

B

intermediate Q for mesonic states A P ,C which are the lowest in
this channel. Thereby, this method is a svbstitute of phenomenoof
logical approaehee exploited up to now for the calculation these
quantities

and in some cases can be a foundation for them. In

particular, аз it «ill be shown below, with this method the
T»cter dominance hypothesis can be justified in the circle of
phenomena under consideration. As it can be expected, the method
•рева a wide possiblity for farther activity. It should be noted
that the amount cf calculations grows considerably here compared to the two-point cases investigated in refs*

.

Is this paper we calculate the electromagnetic formfactors
•f

ТГ

t

p

and A^-aesons, the decay widthJ jo-t£tr , А(-у>Т.

the paper presents the extended and supplemented version of
previous publication where the results for the pion formfactor
are presented

(see also

). The structure of the puper is

the following. In the next section we describe the method. In
Sec.Ill we present the calculation of the three-point function
•f two axial currents and the electromagnetic current in the
lowest order. Seca.IV and V are devoted to the calculation of
Minperturbative power corrections. In Sec.VI the results for
the plan formfactor are presented. In Sec.VII we calculate the
Qptte constant and the О

-meson width. Sees. VIII and IX

aye devoted to considerations of electromagnetic foemfactors
•f p

- and A 1 -»eeene. In Sec.IX the Af -*plT decay width is

I
•'
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else calculated. The results are «uemarized la Sec.I.
II.. The Method.
How we proceed with the detailed account of our technique
adopted in the main problem of interest - the pion forafautor.
Consider the three-point

function

0

Jv Ml )
where -f (x)

is the axial rector light quark current

rf(x)$ C<(x)

rent and 0~Р~Р

- ia the electrooagnetlc cur-

•

In the Euclidean region /?, f71 ^<

0

idiere the virtua-

litiee are high enough the amplitude CU^A (Р/Р/'ф)

Caa

oe

calculated Hi the framework of perturbative QCD, the correepondins graphs being depicted in ?igs.la,b. (Later we shall not display quite symmetrical graphs where the electromagnetic current
enters d-quark line}. If the virtualitiee are art so high th*
corrections to the lowest order result coae into play. There arm
two sources of corrections - the perturbatire corrections (the
example is given in Fig.2) and nonperturbative correction*
arising from nontrivial interaotlons with vacuum fielda. In the
•irtaality region

jpL/'~(p'1^/^l~t$*V<&

strong intei-action constant

o(s %

interest the

0.3» perturbatire correct-

ions are aaall, ots/iT~0.{ ea& will be disregarded. She
bative corrections decreasing in power-law with the firtuality
increase are, however, very laportant here. It is they wh»

4

detejxLne tae швв seal* of the lowest nadrenic state* la. QCD.
fitie consistent account of these power correction* can be made
oa the operator expansion. In doing so, it ie clear froa
consideration, that ,1ust as iat the mesonic xa&ss calculations * , the corrections due to glueen ^p/£^,>£/»Jtod quark
фф(й)

condensate are aost important.

Intuitively, tae nemcerturbetlve effects ms»t be more reievent for the light quart; eyetea* ae they are effects responsible
for the cenfi&esent and tee mere existence of light геэопассев.
Рог heavy quark eysteas tae pertorbatire gluos exchange Is ae
signlfleast or evea nere significant due to Coulomb effects.
The aaplitude

/^^A (A/9'/?') includes a lot of different

nontrlTial tensor atruetures. Kie ехавф1ев are £ь£^£л

£[.. €*v

.

Л (#u <ttt +£* 0M)

**C«

i

«be notation £~P+p'

is ,atreouced here). Consider the coefficient at some structure
/ !prp<l, {}*•} and write down the dispersion relation over
the azial current Tirtualities p2 and p'2 holding Q2 » -q 2
fized. Generally we can wri'> *)

(ъл-р\

г!

^-p'1)

She quantity - /^y^v'/V7' <^%quals to the double discontinuity

•f the amplitude -flirt P i Qk/ o a ttie c u t e

0^- ^

p'ZK°°

fhe 'juetraction ten» in (2) are polynomials in one variable
S

*r ^

but arbitrary functions in two others (Zj Q

от ^ <T

•) Cho <iCD sua rule* for the rertex function using double dispersion relations were originally considjred by AjQbiodjumiri£(ii
«ho investigated the radiative trans!tlons in charmonlum.
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respectively)• So link tbe QCD-calCv-iated structure function*
the parameters of physical state* and te get rid
of unknown subtraction terms, let us exploit thsj.Borel transformation procedure pr posed la

ia two variables ?

and ъ?

si-

multaneously* In the case ef the rertez function, noder consideration the use of the double Borel transforaation is absolutely
necessary, since, as it nay be shown, the subtraction tents are
non-zero and do not reduce to constant. SeterMae the Borel

transfers ffM1) •* *b« function
as

"

ф
О

She double Borel transformation of eq.(2) yields

О

о

She Borel transformation is convenient by bringing about
the exponential weight in the dispersion relation and thus suppressing the contribution of higher states and contlnium* It
«as successfully applied in the two-point correlator evm rules
. We use the equal -values for the Berel parameters in both
channels. The -value of IP corresponds to the effective Tix-t«al£~
tie* of the amplitude. It should be optimised so that the contribution of higher states is sufficiently suppressed aad
sinultaneously the power corrections are still under control.
the r.lue of (4) can be represented as a sum •*•* *he

6
2

cal hadronic states. If I le chosea of order 1 GeV2, then the
r.h«s of (5) «111 be dominated by the lowest hadronic state contribution in the given channel while the higher state contribution «111 be suppressed* Zhue, in our ease the spectral function
can be writ tea as

+ contribution of higher states
In eq.(5) only the ena-ples contribution Is written explicitly,

P^/^)

is the pion electromagnetic fcxvfactor, J^. » 133

ЖеТ and in our approximation of massless quarks we put #1^ -0 *
Xae higher states include A1-meson, the excited pseudoacalar and
axial states and the smooth continuum starting £гшв the high
enough values of 3

and S

, If attempting to account for 1--

contrlbutlon explicitly we should Include in the r.h.s of eq.(55
three electromagnetic JLj-fermfactors and also two ^Atijf

/O

transition foref actors. All these formfactors can be determined
In principle from the sum rules corresponding to 7 relevant invariant structures

entering the amplitude Г^д/ЛА"^/*/^ is

reasonable to «Sivide the contribution to spectral functions into
three regions In the plane S. S1 (fig*3)* She region I oorrespcmds to the lowest resonance state contributions which are
taken into uceount explicitly. It is olear that at large Sf S1
the oontrlbutlon Into «he double discontinuity of the vertex
function is determined by the quark loop of fig.1. Thus, in the
region II (at a chosen sufficiently large value of

S^

) the

•peotral functions are described by the double discontinuity of

7
the diagram fig.l. The sam* approximation is adopted for the
spectral i'li-Tictions 1л the region Т.Н. La this regioa., mere
only оде of the variables VT

or J

is large? an argutnent>?of

our description of Ш е spectral fractions

are quark-hadronic

duality: the contributions of quark states coincide -rath the
contribution of real hadrons i^-' they both are sveragsd отег some
(e:jual) region of phase space. At not very large Of"^- з
contribution of region III to p

is small,. (Indeed,, ae follows

fro.r- the current conservation, at
that

/.S-•>'/•-" £?'

tha

Q*~~* О

p~~ 8[$ $')

ao

- ass below). Since the contribution of

iiu з region io the ' :-r-.. rules is suppressed by the exponential
factor as compared to the contribution rf resonance states, it
may be exrocted that at not тегу larga w

the error due to our

raodc?! reprsaent^tion of spectral function ia ^h^ region III 1.3
small. In order to verify the stability of our results relatire
со the chosen continuum model, we have considered also another
modal, where the continuum contribution described by the diagram fig.l, corresponds to thfi region fig*3 separated froa the
origin by the dashed line. As appeared, the results are practically the same in both models, IS

S9sz jKFs±

is choaea,

Hote that in the sum rules for the vertex functions, continuum is more important than in the sum rules for the polarization operator and the ratio of the continuum coatributio» to
2
the main term inci'easea with Q . The reesoa for suck via* ie
2
physically evident: at large Q

the role of inelastic excitat-

ions grows. This circumstance limits the applicability region
2
of our approach at large Q . Other restrictioua of the eppli2
cability region in Q are due to increasing role of the power
corrections: the ratio of the power corrections to the main

tern 1л general case Increases both at small and at large Q
(see Sees.IV,V). the tact that this method is inapplicable is
tue region of тегу saall Q. is clear also from consideration of
the zero order diagram fig.l which hae a nonphysica- singularity
2

•

•

2

at Q *0. The inapplicability of our approach at small Q is connected with the fact that in the о lowly varying el ec tronag&e tic
field the mean vacuum values ot the type <?Ъ J <p fy^ y> ^uv/o^>
<*г*.з« which we disregard.
In chj« when only the pion formfactor is of interest, we
restrict о .ir я elves with a study of the aim rules for one structure function and with an approximation when the r.h.s of (4)
1* approximated by the contributions of one pion state and continuum, i.e. A. a»«on ie referred to continuum. As was shown in
, the replacement of the A^-aeson contribution in the aum
rules for the polarization operator by continuum (at a corresponding choice of the continuum threshold} weakly
fect* the constant

4-^.

af-

determined from the sum rule, i.e.

the quark-hadron duality principle works here well. le expect
that an analogous situation will take place also in our case.
Thus, our model of 4 i« spectral functions is

- e. /

«or
(7)

9
where constant

C^ is dot «rained by the choice of the rpectral

function .
III* The Lowest Order Calco^atioaa
£a thia section we present the reeults of our calculation
of the lowest order graphs of fig.l for the eaplitude П,цд

Ve are interested only in the part of the aoplitude expressible
in the double dispersive form eq..(2); (the pieces polynomial
over one or both variables disappear after doable Bor»l transform). The most direct way to obtain it is to calculate the
double discontinuity of the amplitude, i.e. the spectral functions л. *($(S( Q J, To perform this one has to put the quark
lines in the graphs of fig.l on mass shell and substitute the
denominators of the quark propagators for the
according to Cutcosky's

rule

О -functions

K~ -r -Qxl o(*V)

(We neglect the small quark Basses and constituently neglect
the pion mass in the following analysis). In such a way one is
left with the expression including the integrals

I»J

.

1С

Л (s. sj Ql) * (s+sWexpreeeloae for J\^

</**<

«nd eapecially for -T^v^

(9*)
»re

rather bulky and in do sot preeent tba* h«r*« the calculation
•f the I integral le aoet «aeily performed la a particular refeг«вс- ays tea - say. In til* Brclt eyatea. Zb« tategrale T ^ . Г _
and

I-JUVA

can

be found by a standard rceuraire procedure. Zbo

double spectral density /£*»>,>/Ч*/#Ув<1иа1а to double discontiaulty divided by

(Яяс^ЛтС

latione «e obtain

(Q* , Q *

[йж *Ыи- ££

kt\*v & rather cunbersoae calou-

11

where
The expression eq.(10) iDcludea 14 different tensor structures.
Hot all of them are independent of course as the double spectral
density mot the full amplitude / А ^ А ( Л А ' ^

due

t

of equal-time oomoutator terms)satisfy the transrersallty conditions

The coefficients jO- {s( *, ^/^ at hsCLf of structures are antisymmetric under the ezchange $-*S

and their symnetrical

double Borel transform

vanishes. The pion contribution to *he Borel traneforswd physical density is equal to

00
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Ilk Sec.VI we shall determine the plan fomfactor from the
sua rule for the most symmetric and attractively looking struc

IV» The Power Corrections Proportional to Gluon Condenaate
low we turn to the calculation of the nonperturbative corrections to the lowest order results. The vacuum in QCD has the
complicated structure. Its wave function comprises the fluctuating gluon and quark fields, the nature of the fluctuations differing principally from the сошко perturbative fluctuations
around the xero-field classical vacuum, fihen considering any QCD
amplitude at snail distances these fluctuations must be regarded
as large scale classical fields serving as a background. As a
result, in the vacuum matrix elements of the operator expansion,

the nonzero vacuum averages of the scalar colourless field contributions appear, euch as 4plV<Pi<0i fc/rr)<^?!CJut ^ l ° ) t
<^OJif61yfACi(/iCl'/^'pfoy
**c. These dimensional parameters
enter the amplitude.divided typically by the characteristic virtual! tlea of the process and corresponding terms decrease as a
power when virtualities rise. At the moderate virtuality values
they display themselves as corrections to perturbative results.
The sore is the dimension of the operator the less significant is
the correction. In our case quite analogous to the light quark
current polarization operator case

the most significant are

the vacuum expectation values (v.e.v) of the operators GjtnS
to the chirality conaervation the raatrix

elements ^o/tp lM>/> { b / ^ ^ , o ^ V ^ / ^ r e multiplied by the bare
light quark muss in this case and their contributions are small
numerically).
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Da this Section we calculate the coefficient at the gluon
condensate density <(cj(^jfi^J^XtA Borel transformed invariant
amplitude corresponding to the etructyxe ^,6^£ж in
the most convenient nay to perform this is to use the fixed•point gauge technique 10~1-J . the method of the calculation of
nonperturbative corrections «as developed i£ rt>r. ** . We just
outline here its principal features. (For details see appendix
A).
In the fixed point gauge )U A2 (X ) - 0 the potential A* (* )
is expressed through the field strength and its соvariant derivatires at the origin

А;

{ &

or in the momentum space

(12b)

Consider the amplitude /HVix

(jP<P'i9) i» *»« exteraal

gluon vacuum field. The graphs comprising only one external
gluon field line do not contribute as the vacuum average* of
Ctju»(°) » 3>ol 6/*t(C)

• ••• entering eq.(r2) equal Jo x e m .

To get the bilinear eoebinetion

<J?/<^«v (и,* jo)

in the

answer one has to consider the graphs «here the external field
enters twice. They ore depicted in fig.4- She bolted point designate the origin, the graphs «hem two gluon line» 4в*е? the
line adjacent to the origin are not depicted as their contribution is zero ^ • Now we are to substitute potential A

14
1д the form of eq.(12) (In this case the second tern and higher
terms in the expansion cas be neglected) in the corresponding
Peynsan integrals, to perform the vacuum averaging according to
the rule

and to calculate the integrals. It ia convenient to work in the
momentum representation (12b) «here К
zentuD» Integration over

a <

is the vacmrn giuon аю-

brings about the derivative

over the internal loop moaentuB.
Th« full computation of the correction ia extremely complicated (the reader suet be convinced in it looking once more at
our result for the aero order) and ne did not aanage to do thisс
We calculated however the correction to the main structure in
interest

~РиВубх

о where several simplification tricks

proved to be possible. Our results for the Borel transformed
invariant amplitude at this structure are

Д
*>

*•

x_

,

у

(14а)

Adding &11 the contributions and integrating we arrive at the
unexpectedly simple answer

ft
Note that In the x-sgion oi' intermediate Q 2 ^— 1-3 GeV 2 of interest i&s raaia contribution into (15) (more than S0#) is given by
the graphs of fig.4a-4c with gluon emiaaion from different lines.
Hoping that the заме situation will hold in other structures
also, whgu calculating corrections due to §1иол condensate at
the structures

/^ ^, o

and

/0^ c ^ A r ici, $v

we took

into account cnly more single graphs of fig.4a-4c. The result
is

'•
'О
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V, The Power Corrections due to Quark Condensate
A S has been noted, in the chiral-invariant amplitudes of
the type we considered, the terms proportional to quark condensate /o ((fttf/оУmay appear only being multiplied by the quark
mass m , i.e. must b& small. The next in dimension are the terms
of the type

<(oj^f~ifi^fif(c\.

Following "*• we shall suppose

that for these terms the factorization condition is fulfilled,
i.e. vacuua states dominates in the sum over intermediate state
in sill channels, so that thers i3 the equality

ТЪе terms proportionul to ^oj ^ LPl")

in the graph language

correspond to simultaneous rutting of two quark lines in the
diagram with one virtual gluon like fig.5. Since the number of
such terms it. very large, it iu convenient to divide them into
oaveral types ппй ta calculate the terma of the given type
separately using la euch cuse the mo.'it suitable method. The
gmpha in which virtual gluon ia hurd with virtuality pL, /o'L
(like fig.6) or

c/t

(like fig.7) will be attained

tc the first type. The terma of thio type in calculated in an
eleaeatary way by the Feynnvm rulej uccounting Tor (17) nnd
leads to the following results for the Borel transformed
tudee

1?

-{г

In the graphs of all other types the virtual gluon is soft.
these graphs we consider first those «here only one soft quark
pair is present explictly (see fig.8). To obtain the vacuum arerage of the required dimension it is necessary to account for
the x-dependence of the quark -vacuum field in the sane «ay aa
we have done it for the gluon field (seet e.g. ref. ^ , Errata).
In the fixed point gauge (l)(jC) can be expanded in the aeries
over oovariant derivatives

(ao)
She operator of the required (the б-th) distension eteae
from the ~'X3

ten» in eq.(2O).

lhirtng use of equations of motion one can show (see Appendix B) that the vacuum eatrlx element

^?lP£(°)Vr'fy'V

which appears when substituting this term into vacuum average
the for«
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(21)

Formulae (20),(21) should be substituted into expression for
-h<s graph fig*8 and it ebould be taken Into account that in the
choees gauge (the origin at the l.h.s vertex of fig.8) X6.- at fixed q

(but not p j ) The further calculations are made

directly and lead to

(22)

;

к &. *-i
finally, there are graphs comprising a soft quark pair and н
soft gla#D (see fi.3.9). If substituting the expansions for AU(*J
and

l/^W

average

eqe» (12,20) on« sees that the 6-th diaensiontil vacuum

/QJdyloS

can be generuted in two ways» First, s*.e

quark field can be taken in the origin in which caee the aecond
term of the

case

TUCUU*

A? (x)

expaneion eq.(12) is relevant.In this

matrix eleaents~<(^OJip£ pj'J)

QL^/IO^)

which are reduced to the form (flee Appendix B)

emerge

19

(23)
due to equations of motion»
The recelpe of the calculations of such

terms is as

followst to write diagrams of fig.9 in momentum space denoting
gluon momentum as

К , make use of eq. (23) for the vacuam ave-

rages of the product of quark and gluan operator, apply to the
whole expression the differential operator — (^з)Ъ /Ъ(^р}*рж&
finally pwt X

to be equal to «ere.

the second weу to obtain the required vacuum average of the
operator Sojip<p(b) ±a to take the second term In expansion (20)
and the first in (12). Ihe matrix elements ^ ? / V ^ d ^ r ^
that appear on this way are expressed through <(o\<p(p($ ш*
(Appendix B)

(24)

Я ш а , to calculate the second type terms corresponding to flg*9
one should substitute the eecond term of expansion (20) x&te
vacuum average appearing ia the graph, take Into aecemt (24)
and then go to momentum representation, apply diffemtlal opera.»

tors —{"b/bp^
put к • 0.

and lj-/%y^feX/»

to the result
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The result of the calculation of terras corresponding to
the dlfcgraa fig* 9 (after Borel transformation) is

Th» full power correction due to quark condensate ie the «urn of
the contribution» (16),(19),(22) and <25)i

In (26) of iaportance ia the circumstance that some structures
contain eingular t i n in Q proportional to ^

L

and

«faile in other* they are absent. In order to expand the applicability region of the sum rules to smaller в 2 it seems reasonable to пае the structureв whei&power corrections do not contmirn. Я singular terse* If one rewrites (26) expressing p and
pi through P and q» p = (2-q)/Q. , p'i=(J?+ $)/£.

then

one sees that such a property ia Inherent to structure function
at

Pj. p., P

. ?cr this гоазоп junt thio .itructure

21
was chosen to determine the pios forafactor.
VT» The Plop ForfTsctor
To find the pion electromagnetic formfactor, let ue writ»
the sum rule for the coefficient

the structure£i*j-*\ expres-

sing p and p 1 through P and q. The r,h,s. of the required зшп rule is determined by eqs.(5),(6) (or (7))and (11). /.в can be obtained froia (10),the double spectral density at the structure £

tfQ

corresponding to the stein term in the l.h.s of the sum rule, is

*

A'-

wfcere A is defined by eq.(9e).
Using our results for the power corrections (15),(26) and
transferring the continuum contribution into l.h.s, write the
sum rule as an equality determining the pion formfactor

(28)

where __£2.

is the Integration region in 5, i' plane which

remains after subtraction of continuum (see eqa.(6),(7) and
fig.3).
As follows from (27),(28), the main tern in the l.h.a of
(28) decreases ae <f* at
ions grow with Q

C^-* °*

, while the power correct-

• This aeaae that the sun rale (28) i« iaapp»

11cable at large <J2 (practically, at Q 2 > 4 GeT 2 ) where power
corrections become large and uncontrollable* it rasll Q

the

22
aain term has nonphysical singularity ^~ O

7

Ct, L/^ resulting

from njB8sless quark propagators and just as singularities in
power corrections testifying to inapplicability of our formulae
at small Q

. The fact that this method is inapplicable at small

Q^ could be foreseen a prior- sines when approaching the physical
region the operator expansion stops working and the terms expo2
15
nentially decreasing at large Ц become essential

J

.

Aa was mentioned, in the calculations we considered two
versions of e.ccounting for the continuum contribution, when the
region лi. is a square (sq.(6)) or a criangle (eq.(7)). Let us
first consider the "triangle" version. Then the integral in (28)
сад be written as

The VOt?ug i j can be obtained froa condition of minimum M dependence of the results with the account of r e s t r i c t i o n s due to
relative contribution of continuum). Pig.10 shows the M dependence of the l . h . s of (28) at the following values of the para2

meters» e o - 1.2 GeV , <^0/
ol л <C0l&Ф/ОУ

a

4

S

/JJ &^ Gj-i /0)> = 0,012 GeV ,

0«3"10~4GeTT . As i s seen from

fig.10, the requirement for the l . h . a of (28) to be M2-indepen2

2

dextt ie f u l f i l l e d within 0.7 ^ VL ^ 1.7 GeV . Let us choose
Ы2 я 1.2 GeV and find from (28) the <J2 dependence of the pion
forafactur

tjr
jr (
(Q
Q J
J ,
, The result is presented in fig. 11

where experiaente.1 data are also plotted (see

and referen-

ces therein) and, for comparison, the asymptotic dependence
curr« ^7-21

j.d aleo given

23

h

i

!Ehe agreement iriLth experiment la the region 0,5J^ Q ^ 3 Qtii ie
good enough. At <J *> 3f4 GeV the accuracy of our results ie
comparatively low aa at Q =3 GeV

the continuum contribution is

already rather larga ( -""-POSE from the rest) and the power corrections ara. 45% from the mr.in term. The variation of If weakly changes FJI (Q ) in ^ е interval undsr consideration, 0.5 ^ Q * 3
GeV2, for instance, at M2=l GeV2 the curve for f^fO2Juoea not
practically differ from fig.il. The saae results can be reproduced well enough in a version where pion is dual te a square with
tha side 5^ in the plane 5^ S* . The beat choice of the paraatr
ters iss S = 0.8-1.0 GeV2 , M 2 = 1.0-1.2 Ge? 2 . Шъа these values
of the parameters in the interval 0.5^ п ^

3 GeV2 the differen-

between foraifactors obtained in the "triangle" and "square'1

ce

versions is not more than 20&, The value Jj zz. 0.8 GeT 2 ie in
accordance with the continuum threshold So £z

0.75 GeV for

the axial current polarization operator
.
Up to now when determining the pion formfactor we considered
the vertex function with axial curreati*. Instead of it

ene cam

consider the vertex function with paeudeecalar currents nfeere
aatrix elements of T~* aesoa transition iato quark curreat are'
also квота:

Bhe ana rule TwxLch determines the plon formfactoy is In this
case

и

where

о

о

In (32) we dlsregared the power corrections whose role in this
case ie small and the continuum contribution is transferred to
the l.h.a (lbs logarithmic factor appears due to an*»malouf dimmai.cn of peeudcscalar current, H Is the normalisation point,
H

2c 0*5 GeV). The results of the formfactor calculations

are not тегу different from the above presented for the axial
currents but theoretically they are less confident since, as is
known 22'25 , in the paeudoscalar case of a significantly more
importance ere noncontrollable nonperturbative corrections due
t« inetantcns. In addition, the continuum contribution to the
stm rule (32) is noticeably larger than for the axial currents
влй the Ir dependence is stronger so that the accuracy of the
results is worse.
VII# The ^f^

Constant and the /-Meson Width

Selecting in the dispersion relation for Frr\Q /the P

-

contribution one can, using the above obtained values of
г-tf (Q

/» flJad the strong coupling constant

QPTilf and

thereby detereine the P -meeoa width. In the rough approximation (this i s in ft-ct the VDH approach), saturating the dispersion relation by the

p -гаезоп contribution only,

we have

г

С" (О \ cz ** °''•- . Г Д

3?
where

Jfy»

^ *"

ОЗУ
Гг

is «he traasltien constant l/*/^ / and the /

М в о в width is neglected. Zrem cosqparxson ef (33) wit a r^ (
2

2

at « «1.2 SeT it falio» ЧртГП /$p ~ 0.9.
This rouga result can b* 1д5>г»тес1 if in the dispvraiaa reXfttiOQ f*r r^{ Q )

f

besides the P -seees contribution, the

contribution %t Ы.&Л9Т etetee ana aeyeptetic bebariour (30) «ill
b« taken iato aco«unt.
Let us ceaetruct Г-TJ- i {*/ / pxcceedtng fr*m the eubtractionleea diapereien rei&tics

r

IT
if

jutting
i s i t the given
JI^A l~rf
4, J ii Zvppeee that besides
jg
g
rf ii 4,
the p 469011 centributien» «faich ia С$р,тя/Яр)Мр б(9~Щ
Jil^ 'i7 i 9 у starts from some -Shreeaold yalue q^ . As follows
froa (30), i s the asyap-cexics

iet us als« teke int* accetmt in J<M <^-f^*ythe «btained in
and decreasing аг 1/q
butioc to jiM rV, { 9 /

24

the preasyn^itetic tens жЬоае contni B

apprexiaeteu sa
> /

26
«here A and a^ are some parameters. (The factor \Л\ (/L^ I l\Mc is
Inessential for the following and is introduced for a more cloae
coincidence of (36) for the formulae at ref. * }. Suppose that
2 2
*""1 С /" -21
a tart ing from q »q' the «bole imaginary part JH/j Г П (<i yreducea
to asymptotic and preasymptotie terms (35),(36)« The constant A
can be then determined from requirement for the terms •-«- 1/C
to be absent in the asymptotics ( Fv ( Q )
contains the
terms XIQ u,Qonly). After that the ratio 9/>7ITi /9p a t
7

'

2

2

d\

01

values of other parameters a and a^ can be obtained from the
normalization condition F-n(o):='l • The valuaa of q Q and m£
are determined from the best fit of F^ ( О ) with the calculated
above at 0.5 £*s Q2 4 *• 2 GeV 2 . Ae was shown by calculation, at
q| - 1.5-1.8 GeV 2 such fit is achieved in the wide range of m^
from A Qf <r\ • 0.01 to

fflp

and the value of preaoympto-

tic term at Q 2 - 10-100 GeV 2 agrees with that found in

24

.

2

Mote, that the obtained value q Лг 1.5 GeV is the natural duali2

ty interval in the vector channel»
In the

choeen interval of q 2 and m 2 the

ratio 9fv,l\/uc> varies from 1.14 to 1.22. Thus, our final answer for this value i"

/a 1,

- 1.1а»0.05

(37)

To aelculat* the r -meson width

Г »
утпг
Xtt us make use of the theoretical vulues

v
И»

- 0.60 GeV 2 ,

ТТ/ Q } - 0.41» found in X e Then from (37), (38) it follows

27
- 175 Me7 + 10*

(39)

in a good agreement with the experimental value(/Т7Г77)
= 155+5 MeV.

m

Thus constructed interpolation formula for

describes the pion formfactor at all values
and is in a good agreement with experiment

. la particular.

the pion electromagnetic radius can be determined
=» 0.44 P from this formula in comparison irith the experimental
2

values ^%.у*>е%р
25

= 0.51+0,03 F

l 6

and \^?») e X />

a

2

0.31+0.04 *

Г)

Till, She J
2h«

"Meson Fonafactors

developed method makes it possible to determine

the eiectromagaetic formfactors of the vector P

-meson. Io

thie end, one should consider the vertex function with two vector currents instead of censidered up to now vertex function
(1) with two axial currents. Necessary changes are mini паяв; the
zero order terms and the corrections due to gluon condensate do
not change, in corrections due to quark condensate the terms
described by the graph fig.6 (eq.(18)) change the slga, fhe
phenomenological part of the sum rules - t]j« r*h.a of sq»(4) - just as before is approximated by the contffibution ef the
lowest resonance state bution of

P -meson + cout;inuu»« The contri-

pp -meson to the double spectral function is
1

, e/ j ; (o)fo)

«here

£j

is the

P -аевоп polarization.

She general expression for the electromagnetic vertex of
spin 1 meson can be written ae

«here ?_, ?. and ?•, are electric, magnetic and quadrupole form
fact or», f"f(0)

a

It a*"* F^lOj

and f^ (Oj

are con-

nected with the static magnetic(WJ and qucdrupele(DJmomen.t; of
seson

*> -

U 3 )

%

(Quadrupole moaent is defined eccording to

)•

Subetituting (41),(42) into (40) and summing over polari
zations we get

Щ
J
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- Pr ?'
In order to find the

P -meson foimfactors it is reasonable to

use 3 euro rules: at structures
and

р „ pj ir\

o^i

. The reason for such a choice is that

the power corrections due to quark condensate to corresponding
О

А

structure functions do not contain terms 1/Q and 1/Q which
cherishes hopes for a better approxioation in the region of
p

comparatively amall Q .
•The sum rules follow from eqs. (4), (9), (16), (18), (26) and
(44) and lead to the following formulae for formfactors (the

ЧЬ

continuum contribution is calculated in the "triangle" version)г
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(47)
where

7/hen calculating corrections <~ <С£?/ Ц ^ д ! 0 / *° formfactors г^ '
and

/v^

we took into account only diagrams with gluon ensis-

sion from diffsront lines (fig.4a-4o), the terms -*- <^(^ у

is

the formfactor F? v/ere omitted at all. therefore the accuracy
of the calculation of F-,, F,. and especially of P., ia not very
high. Nevertheless, we believe that the calculations of the

P

-meson fcrmfactors, though v/ith poor accra?acy, are of a

ci.rtuiii Interest 3ir:~<* there vvas no information till now on
о

these formfactors at smal

and intermediate Q , both theoreti-

cal and. experimental.
n

p

As was shewn by the calculation, at Q =1 -2 Ge7

and s =

= 2-2.5 GeV 2 the r.h.s of (45)-(47) is practically (vrith an
accuracy Letter than 2O?5) M2-independent within 0.8^" Ш 2 ^ 2.0
о

СеУ

2

. At large M , hcv/ever, the continman contribution is very
о

1аг£э, яо that for higher confidence of the results Ы

should

be chosen in the region of lower boundary of this interval.

Pis.12 exhibitg the curves f^?{QZ)
for M =l»0 GaV

c

, F g f Q j , F/fCjj

i o s e to the optimal in a sense of a relative

snallness of continuum contributions and power corrections
(s

has been chosen to be 2.2 GeV

from physical considerat-

ions: it is ^ 1.5 timea larger than the corresponding threshold
in the polar?nation operator case).
The curves can be considered «ufficiently reliable up

31
2
2
to Q л? 2.5 GeT c whei э the continuum contribution reaches 6OS6.
The power corrections in caae of formfactors P- and P, are comparatively small (less than 25% of the main term for F, and
is quite small for P« where corrections/~~^QJC't*ilО/
n r e

COJY^f0/
Ion ~ ^о/уф/ф

compensated). Pox

Гг/

аП(

*

the correct-

is about 40% of the main term at G2»2.5 GeV2 .

Pig. 12 gives also the ratio /^ i y

'/F°(QJ

. This quantity

is of special interest and, in particular, its value at static

limit hnOj/rHCJ/

.Though our approach Is inapplicable at

2

Q *Q, as is shown in fig. 12, the value of K'(O)iffilOjctin Ъо
2
well extrapolated from ti.e region О > О
and turns out to
be close to unity, This fact is a strong confirmation for the
vector dominance hypothesis
action of

'

where electromagnetic inter-

P -mesons is realized in the oame way 4 ™ i'°J* Y'^og-

Mills Ьозопс and Fl*(O)ff"i((ji) ~

i

» (Of cour.se, such

a confirmation ia only for the region of small Q but not for
27 28
the Lagrangian of refs.
' as a whole). At a certain risk,
the values of static magnetic and quadrupole moments of P

-

meson can be predicted from the curves fig.12 * ) . According to
(43) magnetic moment of p

-meaon(in units £ й"Д?/4-Л, Q ) is

close to 2^ and qundrupole moment is small^ /JD/-£"O. i. /1/И0 ,
It is interesting to compare the above obtained formfac2
tors in the region of intermediate Q with their asymptotic behuviour, calculated in perturbative QCD 24—31 . The asymptotica
of

f

P -meson formfactors is usually determined in terms of

*) It should be taken into account that the absolute vulues of
formfactors are determined markedly worse than their relative
behaviour (or ratios) since they are proportional to the сосзtunt
Qp which is found from the theory not very precisely.
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states wltb the glTWt - tran*Teree
polarizations of

с у влй l e a e i t e d l a a l

p -aeeon but net t a terse» 9t

fj

, f~"p

—p
-J
and f~J
. Let as present therefor», the fernmlee
the quantities in both арргоасйея. l a the Breit яувгев

^

€L

1\ eT i j ; 7 Л e. >/if Ye;)x

2

(4в)

F.
S Is the me a on energy,
The агшгх covrating and chirality conservation xead to ti»t

in the aaymptrtios i~t.L (Q*) * "1 /0*"
and F^-iQj

^- i./Q^

, \uT^ Q^) ^

,i.e. according to (48)

fig.12 that is the region of intermediate Q

all three formfac-

tors decrease alower than it is expected in the asymptotica and
F-j ( Q^J

decreases especially slowly. The difference from

the asymptotic behaviour becomes even more striking if we depict
the behaviour of formfactors t~LL / Ц- .'
(fig.13). Pormfactor /*/_/ ( ty"V

and i~s_ J { W~^J

- «he a s m in the авунр-

totica - decreases in the interaediate region тегу faetly, at
Q -^ 1.5 GeV^" la close to zero, and, eay be, етеп cxhangee its
sign (because of strong compensation in (46) one can ааке по
conclusions on t~i_n ^
factor h/f/Q2)

J

3t Q'"? i.5 СеУ^ ) . Contrary, forai-

f зша11 in the asyaptetics, decrease*

very 3iow.ly in the region of intermediate Я" . 2auef J U S T ae
for the pion formfactor, tne aaymptotice oi .<-- -meson, forafactors aeems to start very far.
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IX* ЯОХТРГ'actors of A,—Meson and Transition // й .*~~^ /l'li. »
Width,
electromagnetic formfactors of the axial A.,-meson end formf actor* of transition 77"^ ^

V ~~*'У с а а *>e *oun<i from the same

«UB rules. The yertex function calculated in 43CD is given by the
same formulae as before (corrections due to quark condensate
ahould be taken according to eq.(2o)). The A.-meson contributior to the spectral function is determined by exp,(44) with substituting (Mp-^M^

t

9p —*«"•

Q/\

• Jb1 * n e phenomenologi cal

part of the sum rules the one-pion state should be taken into
account in addition to A^-meson. The contribution of diagonal
transitions-to P^

\(P p ',0,)

due to one-pion states has

been calculated earlier (eq.(5)). It is necessary also to take
into account the contribution of nondiagonal transitions due to
electromagnetic current // + <j - ^ / w . The electromagnetic vertex
of such

a

transition is written as

where Gr±(Q J, C^iQ J

are formfactors of IT о —*/\.

transition. The contribution of nondiagonal 1То~> Л^transitions to the double spectral function turns out to be

A

34

г

The tactics of determination of formfactors follows from the
form of (5), (44), (50): first to find f^A
, f^A
from the sum rules at structurea & \ ^
, < T ^ Dj f- b-j\f^,
and afterwards, using the obtained f^ and f & to
Ъх and G 2 at
The aira атд1ез for

/-^^

and F'^u. F"^

differ from (45),

(46) Ъу changinga of coefficients at the torrefl
accord vlth (26), ?lr. particular, in the sum rule for /^~

the

coefficient nt 'Col^sip'/Q/ turns out to be by a factor of 2.6
larger (nn<l of the opposite sign); Pornfaotora Qj and G Q can
be found from the sum rulea

In, Ш е sum rules for A, roesoa farmfactor3 -ttte values of the
parataeter XT must be considerably larger than iu those
for P -meson. This follows both from the sum rules for the

35
polarization operators of
ponding values of M

P and A, mesons

* , where corres-

differed between each other approximately

by a factor of 2, and directly from the sum rules for f-""A
to suppress considerably larger correction

^ / / /

are necessary. The values of the continuum threshold

S"o must

be by о factor of -^ 1.5 larger than the continuum threshold in
the polarisation operator (tMa is seen from fig.3), i.e.
6 0 £r 3.0 GeV

. The sum rule analysis shews that at

5e

=

» 3 GeV2 the optimal choice is ; U2 » 1.8 GeV2 . The Q 2 depen-

denceof ГУ^),0^ап<1 £Y^J/zfTfAt H2 - 1.8 GeV2,
Оо

=3.0 GeV ia shown in fig. 14. (According to the .re-

sults of ref. 2 it is adopted; ИИ д

=1.15 GeV, Я^/^Jf =

= 6.0)«As is seen from fig.14, the behaviour of forafactors rj
fi^

weakly differs from

ff"

and

(~^

Pig.15 shows the curves of transitional formfactors G,
aoad Gp . The formfactors G, and G« were calculated disregarding corrections due to gluoa condensate.(See eqs.(51),(52))»
There are two reasons fcr which G, and G 2 are worse determined
from the considered cum ги1ез than P, and P 2 . The first is
that at small Q
&($-$')

p

the spectral functions are proportional to

t i.e. lay on the diagonal, fig.3. Then the G, and

Go contribution corresponds to points on coordinate axes s
о
1

and a . Thereby at small Q

the duality principle is not ful-

filled. Other reason is that when calculating G, and G,, one

36
should subtract the previously obtained formfactors p

y- £~*

from the sun rules (51),(52). These two circumstances leads to
thut in case of formfactors we can pretend only to semiquantitative results valid up to factor 1.5 (or even «0.Obviously, formfactors Gj and Go can be determined with better accuracy if the
sum rules for a vertex with the vector, axial and pseudoscalar
currents will be considered. Nevertheless, it is interesting
to calculate the A ^P 4 decay width corresponding to the
ц/Lvand

found

(С, ((У*) • ^ this end, in the spirit of

VDM let us saturate

(^'/Лу and GjlQ

) ^У *^е

Р -meson

contribution, i.e. put
iЛ A

J(

(53)
The /4 ~* PJi decay width is expressed through Q^ and 0 »
as follows

where

p

ia the pion momentum, 0 ~ Ш* I№^ , Coaparing (53)
2

with the ourvea of f i g . 15 in the region <J ~ 1 GeV , we find

«htch &y*

c

Mn^frt/ ^y^pHwuga this number seems to essen-

t i a l l y exceed the experimental one, this fact cannot be consi
dered as discrepancy because approximations are rough.
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X. The Results
I B this paper we have suggested the QCD-based calculation
method of two~partiole mecon decay widths А~*&+С.

and of

fonafactora of /\ -% /3 transitions in the region of intermediate Q

• She method is applicable for consideration of any me so-

nic decay» provided A,B,C are the lowest lying states in a channel with the given quantum numbers. With this method, the pion
electromagnetic formfactor at 0 . 5 ^ QZJ^ 3 GeV2, the constant
0pjTf} -aod the Я о -meson dscay width, b

- and A,-meson

electromagnetic formfactors have been calculated and electromagnetic formfactora of A ~*//^transition and the Л ~* Р ТГdecay
width have been semiquantitatively estimated. It was shown that
using additional Information on the pion formfactor asyraptotics,
one can calculate the Яр/ffj constant with very high accuracy —
higher than the Ш
ratio of

P

accuracy. It has been established that the

(or A,) magnetic formfactor to

the region of small Q

.electric one in

was close to unity, i.e.

И

and A

at smallO^ interacted with electromagnetic field as Yang-Mills
vector bosons. It has been also found that in the region of
intermediate <J £ 3 GeV

the behaviour of electromagnetic form-

factors of vector mesons depending on their polarization states
was quite different than it wax expected in the aaymptotics:
the formfactor corresponding to longitudinal polarizations
Г(_1_ \Q

/ * a f a r lees and decreases faster than transitional

formfactor r.y (Q J•
Thanks are due to B.V.Geshkenbein, M.A.Shifman, JI.V.
Tereiityev and A.I.Vainshtein for useful discussions and remarks.
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Appendix A.
In this Appendix *ome calculation details of the power
corrections due to glues ooadensate are presented* A* bee been
already mentioned, in this case gluonic field can be considered
as a given external field «1th potential determined by «q.(12).
It is convenient to find the quark propagator S(x,z) in this
field. Solving the equation

and accounting for uie terms to the second order in / u , , we

Here

а

»IIA

г

ia

the

constant intensity of gluonic fiellt

are the Gell-Mann matrices. In the last term in (A..2)
corresponding to two-gluon emission froa one line, the тесиша
fluctuation averaging is made according to (13)* She power
corrections proportional to ^QJ(эм^

10y

can be calcu-

lated if one substitute propagator S(x,z) (A.2) instead of
each of fermionic lines in the diagram fig.l, selects terms
proportional to G 2 f averages in the vacuum fluctuations of
jluonic field according to (13) and go

to the momentum

representation.In doing so, as it oan be easily verified,
the contribution of the third term in toe Integrand expres-
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sion in (А.2) is zero. As a result, for the vertex function with
the gluon emission from.different lines (diagrams fig.4a-4c) we
have

Тле integrals entering (А.З) can be conveniently calculated
use of the double spectral representation. For instance

] d

_ ix
(In the r.h.s of (A.4) the expression for integral Х „

(8 6 )

is substituted). When differentiating the integrand expression
in

Л and D A

i.e. it depends on

it should not be forgotten that Q ^fp^Pj
P

and

P

. Harked simplifications

emerge when selecting the structure ^ £

JL5L\ * " n e calculat-

ion result of the diagram fig.4з-4с contribution into the correaponaxng function of the Borel transformation is given in
the text (formulae 14a,b).
After simple transformations the vertex f°r?£tion with the
two gluon emission from one line (figc4d) can be written very
compactly
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v/here /""" . < (f> p1" Q )

istoevertex function in the

f*J) Л ' / f ) VJ

_ (o)

zero approximation (eq. (8)). Representing fZ,\ \

as an

expansion in all possible tensor structures, writing spectral
representation for the coefficient functions at each structure,
using
(10) and
differentiating
shown
in (A.5), one
in
principle,
calculate
I мд X as . •
But -practically,
i t can,
лррс-ягз vex*y tire3ome and vras realized only for the function at
fclio structure

Jr

£) [f\

(eq.l4c).. In theather cases, as

i t 3 2«ina со из, the result does not cost the labour . Uote,
tii.it tiie second tern in (A.5) i s more convenient to calculate
not by 4-fold differentiation of / M ( ) \

but representing

i t as
(A.6)

Appendia: В.
Calculation of the Vacuum Matrix Blementa
In this Appendix we calculate the vacuum averages from
зове quark and gluon operators of the 6-th dimension, expressing them through

<СО\ЦУЦ<1

Q/ .

Let us first consider the vacuum average (v.a)
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*„;>/Р/(а11 operators are taken at one point,
A

are spinor indeces,

are colour,

t° н,д

- are vector,

Q « = 1,2,3, n=l,2,... 8 ) . The general ехргез•'

sion for this v.a. following from the Lorenz and colour invuriance is

Multiplying (B.I) by 6рм(^ Vde [^ ^

*l o t

u s

s u m

o v e r

all repeating indeces and take into account the equations of
motion

As a result we obtain

Abecause of (17). Substitution of (B.3) into (B.I) gives formula
(23) in the text. Let us now calculate the v.a. (o/y^l?. Ц & ^'
In our notations

Vrf

^s

a

covariant derivative acting

in the fund/unental representation

unlike

«-ЛД— -covtiriant dcrivtitive in the

adjoint

• repreaen-

tation

(B.4b)
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The general expression for r.a, is

(в

.5)

£,чг
Multiplying (B.5) by {u<y)^A

°r by

( У ^ д and using the

equations of motion (massless quarks)

we find the relationship between B,C and D

= б, О

~5

Multiplying of (B.3) by (0p J

В = -^

Ь

Ор^- gives

< о/у? р ; 7

Since

then with the account of equations of motion

$jf

(Because of properties of the operator (^..'£ ^- ^- <*^<r" -i ~_2v З^Аг/ /
On the other hand* acting in the loh.a of
7

rators (^.P

CBo10) by the ope-

to tne left and using (B«9) we have

43

Comparing (В. 10) and (Bob) we find

a.,»
Substituting (B.2) into (3.13) and (В„13) into (£.8) we have

because cf the factorization hypothesis. Pormulae (B.5)f(B.7)v
(B.14) give eq.(2i) in the text*
Let ue finally calculate v.a. < j Q / ^ (7 У^
The general expression for it has the form

(В.15)

Multiplying (В,15) by [Q
(B.6) and relation

JAJ.

using equations of motion
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define the cozmection between £ and ?« S « -P. la order to find
Я, multiply (B.15) by

Substituting (B.2) into (B.17) we obtain

cwhich gives formula (24).

*

U

>

с/

'
Pig. 2

Pig«3.

-S^. S" integration region in formula (4). Solid and

dashed lines are the boundaries of the integration region
lifter subtraction of continuum in "square" and "triangle"
versions.

P1
d)
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Fig. 5

--'•V

ХЖ'1

J

>
f"

P
d \

Fig. 7

\

Pig.9
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05I

Ц/ — * Ч »

А*

А/

i.51

0.5-

. The M

aependence on the l.h.s. of the згш rule (28)

at Q 2 = 1 G e V 2 (solid line) and ,Q 2 = 2 G e V 2 (daahed
line).
The left-hand vertical bars mark the M

values above

which the ratio of the power corrections to the sum of
termsdoes not exceed 5Q&. To the left of the right-hand
vertical barr the ratio of the

ontinuum contribution

to all other in the l.h.s. of (28) does not exceed
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fir

оч\

«

0.2

OJ'

ч

г. о

з.о

x solid line pion formfaotor
the result of our calculations, dashed И л е - aaranpto17-21
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